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Abstract
III (Institute for Information Industry) has been devoted over the years to the
research and development in the field of IoT (Internet of Things), ranging
from sensors/actuators, communication network, data analytics, applications
as well as services. In addition, several technologies and solutions have been
received the R&D 100 Awards, like CraneAbide, In-Snergy, BestLink, and
RFID-mf. Our goal is to assist Taiwan ICT companies to develop
competitive IoT technologies and solutions, and to carry out IoT trials in
Taiwan, followed by worldwide deployments. From various test beds and
clients, the data we collect is being analyzed and being fed to the engines. So
data can further become useful decisions or events. Different needs of
services are discovered and designed to be used in different scenarios, such
as smart transportation, communication network, and smart energy.
In smart energy area, over the past years we have developed competitive
solutions from infrastructure such as AMI (Advanced Metering
Infrastructure) to applications like InSnergy EMS (Energy Management
System) and SAVE ADR (Automated Demand Response) platform. III has
solid experiences and references on AMI, the foundation of Smart Grid
system. Our AMI partners also successfully penetrate overseas market using
our technology. In order to cope with peak load and energy shortage,
Demand Response is an effective program for load management and
reliability enhancement of power grid. III’s SAVE ADR server is Asia’s
second certified product by OpenADR Alliance. Furthermore, our In-Snergy,
a cloud-based energy management system can be used both at homes and
enterprise settings. We are confident with our big data capability. Over 1.3
billion pieces of data in the platform and it continues to grow every day.
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